The disclosure discloses a method for managing a service group, which comprises: managing the service group by establishing the service group and an information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof. The disclosure also discloses a system for managing a service group, which comprises: a management unit configured to manage a service group by establishing the service group and the information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof. A service group can be managed conveniently and effectively by using the method and system provided in the disclosure.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING SERVICE GROUP

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to a service group management technology, and particularly to a method and system for managing a service group in a personal network.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With the development of technology, people own more and more personal devices such as handset, notebook, PDA, MP3 and MP4, which are produced with more and more functions. For instance, most of the personal devices have a short-distance communication capability, therefore, it is desired that the personal devices can be connected together to form a Personal Network (PN) to share resources and capabilities.

[0003] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a construction of a network between the devices in a PN, as shown in FIG. 1, the PN includes PN devices, a PN gateway and a PN server, which are in the following network construction relationship: PN 1 consists of PN gateway 1, PN device 1 and PN device 2; PN 2 consists of PN gateway 2, PN device 2 and PN device 3; PN 3 consists of PN gateway 3, PN device 3 and PN device 4; and PN 4 consists of PN gateway 4, PN device 5 and PN device 6. Each PN is connected with the PN server via the PN gateway thereof, and the PN server is connected with a service/content server. In FIG. 1, PN gateway 1 and PN gateway 2 are adjacent to each other, PN gateway 2 and PN gateway 3 are adjacent to each other; PN device 2 belongs to both the PN 1 and the PN 2, and PN device 3 belongs to both PN 2 and PN 3.

[0004] However, with the number of PN devices in a PN continuously increasing, how to manage the service group consisting of the PN devices effectively becomes an urgent problem to be solved, and no effective solution to this problem has been provided.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of this problem, the main object of the disclosure is to provide a method and system for managing a service group to realize a convenient and effective management of the service group.

[0006] In order to achieve the purpose above, the technical scheme of the disclosure is realized as follows:

[0007] a method for managing a service group includes: the service group is managed by establishing the service group and an information table thereof and the service group and the information table thereof are updated.

[0008] In the method, the information table may be an information table for managing the service group, the information table may include at least one of: a name of the service group, an identifier of the service group, strategy information, member information and service type information.

[0009] In the method, establishing the service group may include: a personal network (PN) server establishes the service group directly according to a request for establishing the service group, and an invitation is sent to each invited PN device when there are invited PN devices that are invited to join the service group, wherein when establishing the service group, the method may further include: the information table is established for the service group.

[0010] In the method, establishing the service group may include: the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each invited PN device to the request for establishing the service group and related information of the service group, and the service group is established; wherein when establishing the service group, the method may further include: the information table is established for the service group;

[0011] when updating the service group, the method may further include: the service group is deleted, a PN device is added to the service group, a PN device is enabled to leave the service group, the PN server updates the service group and the information table is updated; wherein when deleting the service group, the PN device is added to the service group and the PN device is enabled to leave the service group, a caused update of the related information of the service group is achieved by updating the established information table, wherein

[0012] the deleting the service group includes: the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to a response of each PN device to a request for deleting the service group, and deletes the service group;

[0013] wherein adding the PN device to the service group includes: the PN server receives a request of the PN device for joining the service group, it is determined that joining the service group is allowed, and then the PN device is added to the service group, and the related information of the service group is updated;

[0014] wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group includes: the PN server receives a request for enabling the PN device to leave the service group, deletes the PN device from the service group and updates the related information of the service group.

[0015] In the method, when a PN gateway is triggered to initiate the request for establishing the service group, the method may further include:

[0016] the PN gateway sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN server; the PN server sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and the PN server establishes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or

[0017] when the PN device is triggered to initiate the request for establishing the service group, the method may further include:

[0018] the PN device sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN server; the PN server sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and the PN server establishes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or

[0019] when the PN server is triggered to initiate the request for establishing the service group, the method may further include:
[0020] the PN server sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group, and establishes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device.

[0021] In the method, when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered to send the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group, the method may further include: sending the related information of the service group by including it in the request for establishing the service group or sending the related information of the service group and the request for establishing the service group separately.

[0022] In the method, when a PN gateway is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, the method may further include:

[0023] the PN gateway sends the request for deleting the service group to the PN server; the PN server sends the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and the PN server deletes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or when the PN device is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, the method may further include:

[0024] the PN device sends the request for deleting the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for deleting the service group to the PN server; the PN server sends the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and the PN server deletes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or

[0025] when the PN server is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, the method may further include:

[0026] the PN server sends the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group, and deletes the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to the response returned from each PN device.

[0027] In the method, when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered, and before the request for deleting the service group is sent, the method may further include: requesting the related information of the service group from the PN server;

[0028] when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered, the method may further include, when sending the request for deleting the service group, carrying an identifier of the service group to be deleted in the request for deleting the service group.

[0029] when a PN device initiates a request for joining the service group initiative; the method may further include:

[0030] the PN device sends the request for joining the service group to a PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for joining the service group to the PN server; the PN server adds the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed and updates the related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

[0031] when a PN device is invited by another PN device to join the service group by initiating a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group, the method may further include:

[0032] the another PN device sends the request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN gateway to which the another PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN server; the PN server adds the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed and updates the related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

[0033] when a PN device is invited by the PN server to join the service group by initiating a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group, the method may further include:

[0034] the PN server sends a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN server adds the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed and updates the related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group.

[0035] when a PN device initiates a request for leaving the service group initiative, the method may further include:

[0036] the PN device sends the request for leaving the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for leaving the service group to the PN server; the PN server deletes the PN device from the service group and updates the related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

[0037] when a PN device is requested by another PN device to leave the service group by initiating a request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group, the method may further include:

[0038] another PN device sends the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN gateway to which the another PN device belongs; the PN gateway sends the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN server; the PN server deletes the PN device from the service group when the PN server determines that leaving from the service group is allowed, updates the related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

[0039] when a PN device is requested by the PN server to leave the service group by initiating a request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group, the method may further include:

[0040] the PN server sends the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; the PN server deletes the PN device from the service group, updates related information of the service group, and then sends the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group.
A system for managing a service group includes: a management unit configured to manage the service group by establishing the service group and the information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof.

In the system, the information table is an information table for managing the service group, the information table includes at least one of: a name of the service group, an identifier of the service group, strategy information, member information and service type information.

In the system, when the management unit is further configured to establish the service group, a personal network (PN) server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each invited device to a request for establishing the service group and related information of the service group, and establishes the information table for the service group.

In the system, when updating the service group, the management unit may further be configured to delete the service group, add a PN device to the service group, enable a PN device to leave the service group and update the information table, wherein when deleting the service group, adding the PN device to the service group and enabling the PN device to leave the service group, a caused update of the related information of the service group is achieved by updating the established information table;

wherein deleting the service group may include: the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to a response of each PN device to a request for deleting the service group, and deletes the service group;

wherein adding the PN device to the service group may include: the PN server receives a request of the PN device for joining the service group, determines that joining the service group is allowed, and then adds the PN device to the service group and updates the related information of the service group;

wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group may include: the PN server receives a request for enabling the PN device to leave the service group, deletes the PN device from the service group and updates the related information of the service group.

By establishing and updating a service group and the information table thereof, the disclosure achieves the management of the service group.

Due to the disclosure, convenient and effective management can be performed on a service group consisting of a great number of PN devices including the establishing of a service group and the information table thereof, and the update on the service group and the information table thereof.

FIG. 7 is another schematic diagram illustrating the deletion of a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating the addition of a device to a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 9 is another schematic diagram illustrating the addition of a device to a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 10 is still another schematic diagram illustrating the addition of a device to a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating the leaving of a device from a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 12 is another schematic diagram illustrating the leaving of a device from a service group in the disclosure;

FIG. 13 is still another schematic diagram illustrating the leaving of a device from a service group in the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

The basic idea of the disclosure lies in that a service group is managed by establishing and updating a service group and the information table thereof.

The implementation of the technical scheme of the disclosure is described below in detail with reference to accompanying drawings.

A method for managing a service group mainly includes the following processes:

1. The establishing of a service group, which includes the following two cases:

Case 1: the establishing of a service group by a PN device (including a PN gateway), as shown in FIG. 2, mainly comprises the following steps:

a1, PN device A-1 is triggered to establish a service group.

a2, PN device A-1 sends a request for establishing the service group and related information of the service group to PN gateway A to which PN device A-1 belongs, wherein

the related information of the service group may be included in the request for establishing the service group to be sent with the request for establishing the service group, or the related information of the service group is sent separately from the request for establishing the service group, without being included in the request for establishing the service group. The related information of the service group is the information used to establish the service group, and no repeated description is given here.

a3, PN gateway A sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to a PN server.

a4, the PN server sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each invited member according to the received related information of the service group.

a5, the PN gateway receives the request from the PN server and then sends the received request to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.

a6, the PN device returns a response to the PN gateway that the PN device belongs to.

a7, the PN gateway returns a response to the PN server according to the response of the PN device.

a8, the PN server determines whether or not the service group is successfully established according to the response from each invited PN device, returns a response to
each PN device in the service group, and establishes a corresponding service group when the service group is successfully established.

[0077] a9, the PN gateway returns, according to the response received from the PN server, a response to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.

[0078] Here, in the Step a1 above, there may be many triggering conditions, such as a user, a server or a request from a third party.

[0079] Here, in the Step a2 above, the related information of the service group includes member information, strategy information and service type information.

[0080] Here, in the Steps a2 and a3 above, the related information of the service group may be sent separately from the request for establishing the service group, and this situation will be described later in detail.

[0081] Here, in the Step a8, how to determine by the PN server whether or not the service group is successfully established according to the response of each PN device may be based on the actual situation, for example, different configurations may be used according to the type of the service group, for instance, the PN server determines the service group is successfully established when all PN devices, or at least one PN device, agree/agrees to the establishing, or no matter whether or not there is a PN device agreeing to the establishing. For the last case, the determination process described in Step a8 may be omitted, and the PN server can establish the service group directly.

[0082] The different configurations based on the actual situation are correlated to the related information of the service group, specifically, to the strategy information and/or service type information. No related repeated description is given here.

[0083] Here, in the Step a8, establishing a corresponding service group includes establishing an information table for managing the service group, wherein the name or identifier of the service group, the related strategy of the service group and a list of the members or device in the service group may be contained in the information table.

[0084] Here, the change (or referred to as update) in the information of the service group caused by the subsequent deletion of the service group, the addition of a device to the service group, the leaving of a device from the service group is implemented by changing the information in the information table. It should be noted here that this scheme further includes updating the information table, besides deleting the service group, adding a device to the service group and enabling a device to leave the service group when updating the service group. For instance, the information table is updated due to that the strategy of the service group is updated by a user or a system, although no device is added or leaves.

[0085] Here, the information contained in the response returned in the Step a9 may contain the related information of the successfully established service group.

[0086] Here, if the establishing of the service group is initiated by PN gateway A, then the first two steps in the Steps a1-a9 are omitted.

[0087] Here, as shown in FIG. 3, the following other processes may be included before the a4:

[0088] x1, a PN device A-1 is triggered to establish a service group.

[0089] x2, PN device A-1 sends a request for establishing the service group to PN gateway A to which PN device A-1 belongs.

[0090] x3, PN gateway A sends the request for establishing the service group to a PN server.

[0091] x4, the PN server returns a response to PN gateway A to request to acquire the related information of the service needed by the establishing the service group.

[0092] x5, PN gateway A returns a response to PN device A-1 to request to acquire the related information of the service needed by the establishing the service group.

[0093] x6, PN device A-1 returns the related information of the service group to PN gateway A.

[0094] x7, PN gateway A returns the related information of the service group to the PN server.

[0095] Case 2: the establishing of a service group by a PN server, as shown in FIG. 4, mainly comprises the following steps:

[0096] b1, the PN server is triggered to establish a service group.

[0097] b2, the PN server sends a request for establishing the service group and related information of the service group to each member in the service group.

[0098] b3, a PN gateway receives the request from the PN server and then sends the received request to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.

[0099] b4, the PN device returns a response to the PN gateway to which PN device belongs.

[0100] b5, the PN gateway returns a response to the PN server according to the response of the PN device.

[0101] b6, the PN server determines whether or not the service group is successfully established according to the response of each PN device, returns a response to each PN device in the service group, and establishes a corresponding service group if the service group is successfully established.

[0102] b7, the PN gateway returns, according to the response received from the PN server, a response to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.

[0103] Here, in the Step b1 above, there may be many triggering conditions, such as an operator or a request from a third party.

[0104] Here, in the Step b2 above, the related information of the service group includes member information, strategy information and service type information.

[0105] Here, in the Step b6 above, how to determine by the PN server whether or not the service group is successfully established according to the response of each PN device may be based on actual situation, for example, different configurations may be used according to the type of the service group, for instance, the PN server determines the service group is successfully established when all PN devices, or at least one PN device agree/agrees to the establishing, or no matter whether or not there is a PN device agreeing to the establishing.

[0106] Here, in the Step b6 above, establishing a corresponding service group includes assigning a name and storing related information for the service group.

[0107] Here, the information contained in the response returned in the Step b7 may contain the related information of the successfully established service group.
The deletion of a service group, which includes the following two cases:

Case 1: the deletion of a service group initiated by a PN device (including PN gateway), as shown in FIG. 5, mainly comprises the following steps:

1. PN device A-1 is triggered to delete a service group.
2. PN device A-1 sends a request for deleting the service group to PN gateway A to which PN device A-1 belongs.
3. PN gateway A sends the request for deleting the service group to a PN server.
4. The PN server sends the request for deleting the service group to each member in the service group according to the received request.
5. A PN gateway receives the request from the PN server and then sends the received request to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.
6. The PN device returns a response to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs.
7. The PN gateway returns a response to the PN server according to the response of the PN device.
8. The PN server determines whether or not the service group is successfully deleted according to the response of each PN device, returns a response to each PN device in the service group, and deletes a corresponding service group when the service group is successfully deleted.
9. The PN gateway returns, according to the response received from the PN server, a response to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.

Here, in the Step c1 above, there may be many triggering conditions, such as a user, server, or a third party request.

Here, in the Step c2 above, the identifier of the deleted service group should be provided.

Here, before the Step c2 above, the PN device may need to acquire the information of an available service group, and this situation will be described later in detail.

Here, in the Step c4 above, the sending of the request for deleting the service group to the device initiating the request can be omitted if the device is contained in the service group.

Here, in the Step c8 above, how to determine by the PN server whether or not the service group is successfully deleted according to the response of each PN device may be based on the actual situation, for example, different configurations may be used according to the type of the service group, for instance, the PN server determines the service group is deleted only if all PN devices agree to the deletion or the PN server deletes the service group forcibly. In the case of a forced deletion, the Steps c4-c9 above can be omitted, that is, in the case of a forced deletion, the confirmation by each device is unnecessary, the service group can be deleted directly, and a notification is sent to the members in the service group.

Here, if the deletion of a service group is initiated by PN gateway A, the first two steps in the Steps c1-c9 are omitted.

As shown in FIG. 6, the service group information acquisition that may be included before the Step c2 includes the following steps:

The PN device A-1 sends a service group information acquisition request to a PN gateway A.

y2. PN gateway A sends the service group information acquisition request to a PN server.
y3. The PN server returns the information of the service group to PN gateway A.
y4. PN gateway A returns the information of the service group to PN device A-1.
y5. Here, in the Steps y1-y4 above, if the information of the service group is stored in PN gateway A, then the information of the service group can be directly returned to PN device A-1, without being requested from the PN server.
y6. Case 2: the deletion of a service group is initiated by a PN server, as shown in FIG. 7, mainly comprises the following steps:
y1. The PN server is triggered to delete a service group.
y2. The PN server sends a request for deleting the service group to each member in the service group.
y3. A PN gateway receives the request from the PN server and then sends the received request to a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.
y4. The PN device returns a response to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs.
y5. The PN gateway returns a response to the PN server according to the response of the PN device.
y6. The PN server determines whether or not the service group is successfully deleted according to the response of each PN device, returns a response to each PN device in the service group, and deletes a corresponding service group when it determines the service group is successfully deleted.
y7. The PN gateway, according to the response received from the PN server, a corresponding PN device in the PN in which the PN gateway is located.
y8. Here, in the Step c1 above, there may be many triggering conditions, such as an operator or a third party request.
y9. Here, in the Step d6 above, how to determine by the PN server whether or not the service group is successfully deleted according to the response of each PN device may be based on the actual situation, for example, different configurations may be used according to the type of the service group, for instance, the PN server determines the service group is deleted only if all PN devices agree to the deletion, or the PN server deletes the service group forcibly. In the case of a forced deletion, the Steps d2-d7 above can be omitted, that is, in the case of a forced deletion, the confirmation by each device is unnecessary, the service group can be deleted directly, and a notification is sent to the members in the service group.
y10. Here, the addition of a device to a service group, which includes the following three cases:
y11. Case 1: a device initiatively requests to join a service group, as shown in FIG. 8, the joining of a device to a service group mainly includes the following steps:
y12. The PN device C-1 requests to join a service group.
y13. PN gateway C sends the request to a PN server.
y14. The PN server determines whether or not the device meets a service group joining condition.
y15. The PN server returns a response to PN gateway C according to the result of the determination.
y16. The PN gateway C sends the response to PN device C-1.
y17. The PN server updates the information of the service group if the device joins the service group.
[0149] e7, the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0150] e8, a PN gateway receives the information and then sends the received information to a PN device.
[0151] e9, the PN device returns a response to a PN gateway.
[0152] e10, the PN device returns a response to the PN server.
[0153] Here, before the Step e1 above, PN device C-1 may need to acquire a list of existing service groups.
[0154] Here, in the Steps e4 and e5 above, if the latest service group information is already returned to PN device C-1, then it is unnecessary in the Steps e7-e10 to send the latest service group information to PN device C-1.
[0155] Case 2: a device is invited by another device, which refers to a PN device (including a PN gateway), to join a service group, as shown in FIG. 9, the joining of the device to a service group mainly includes the following steps:
[0156] f1, PN device A-1 invites PN device B-1 to join a service group.
[0157] f2, PN gateway A sends the request of PN device A-1 to a PN server.
[0158] f3, the PN server determines whether or not PN device A-1 is qualified to request PN device B-1 to join the service group.
[0159] f4, the PN server sends the request to PN gateway B.
[0160] f5, PN gateway B sends the request to PN device B-1.
[0161] f6, PN device B-1 returns a response to PN gateway B.
[0162] f7, PN gateway B returns a response to the PN server.
[0163] f8, the PN server determines whether or not PN device B-1 meets a service group joining condition.
[0164] f9, the device meeting the condition joins the service group, and then the information of the service group is updated.
[0165] f10, the PN server returns a response to PN gateways A and B.
[0166] f11, the PN gateways A and B respectively return a response to PN devices A-1 and B-1.
[0167] f12, if the information of the service group is updated, then the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0168] f13, a PN gateway receives the updated information of the service group and then forwards the received information to a PN device.
[0169] f14, the PN device returns a response to a PN gateway.
[0170] f15, the PN gateway returns a response to the PN server.
[0171] Here, in the Steps f1-f15 above, PN device A-1 may belong to the service group or not, and in the latter case, the transmission of the updated information of the service group to PN device A-1 is unnecessary.
[0172] The Step f3 above is optional here.
[0173] Case 3: a device is invited by another device, which refers to a PN server, to join a service group, as shown in FIG. 10, the joining of the device to a service group mainly comprises the following steps:
[0174] g1, the PN server invites a PN device C-1 to join a service group.
[0175] g2, a PN gateway C sends the request to PN device C-1.
[0176] g3, PN device C-1 returns a response to PN gateway C.
[0177] g4, PN gateway C returns a response to the PN server.
[0178] g5, the PN server determines whether or not PN device C-1 meets a service group joining condition.
[0179] g6, the device meeting the condition joins the service group, and then the information of the service group is updated.
[0180] g7, the PN server returns a response to PN gateway C.
[0181] g8, PN gateway C returns a response to PN device C-1.
[0182] g9, if the information of the service group is updated, then the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0183] g10, a PN gateway receives the updated information of the service group and then forwards the received information to a PN device.
[0184] g11, the PN device returns a response to a PN gateway.
[0185] g12, the PN gateway returns a response to the PN server.
[0186] 4. The leaving of a device from a service group includes the following three cases:
[0187] Case 1: a device initiatively requests to leave a service group, as shown in FIG. 11, the leaving of a device from a service group mainly includes the following steps:
[0188] h1, a PN device C-1 requests to leave a service group.
[0189] h2, a PN gateway C sends the request to a PN server.
[0190] h3, the PN server returns a response to PN gateway C.
[0191] h4, PN gateway C returns the response to PN device C-1.
[0192] h5, the PN server deletes the device from the service group and updates the information of the service group.
[0193] h6, the PN server deletes the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0194] h7, a PN gateway receives the information and then sends the received information to a PN device.
[0195] h8, the PN device returns a response to a PN gateway.
[0196] h9, the PN gateway returns a response to the PN server.
[0197] Case 2: a device is requested by another device, which refers to a PN device (including a PN gateway), to leave a service group, as shown in FIG. 12, the leaving of a device from a service group mainly includes the following steps:
[0198] i1, PN device A-1 requests PN device B-1 to leave a service group.
[0199] i2, PN gateway A sends the request of PN device A-1 to a PN server.
[0200] i3, the PN server determines whether or not PN device A-1 is qualified to request PN device B-1 to leave the service group.
[0201] i4, the PN server sends the request to a PN gateway B.
[0202] i5, PN gateway B sends the request to PN device B-1.
[0203] i6, PN device B-1 returns a response to PN gateway B.
[0204] 7. PN gateway B returns a response to the PN server.
[0205] 8. the PN server deletes the device from the service group and updates the information of the service group.
[0206] 9. the PN server returns a response to PN gateways A and B.
[0207] 10. PN gateways A and B respectively return a response to PN devices A-1 and B-1.
[0208] 11. If the information of the service group is updated, then the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0209] 12. A PN gateway receives the updated information of the service group and then forwards the received information to a PN device.
[0210] 13. The PN device receives a response to a PN gateway.
[0211] 14. The PN gateway returns a response to the PN server.
[0212] Case 3: a device is requested by another device, which refers to a PN server, to leave a service group, as shown in FIG. 13, the leaving of a device from a service group mainly comprises the following steps:
[0213] 1. The PN server notifies a PN device C-1 to leave a service group.
[0214] 2. A PN gateway C sends the request to PN device C-1.
[0215] 3. PN device C-1 returns a request to PN gateway C.
[0216] 4. PN gateway C returns a response to the PN server.
[0217] 5. The PN server deletes the device from the service group and updates the information of the service group.
[0218] 6. The PN server returns a response to PN gateway C.
[0219] 7. PN gateway C returns a response to PN device C-1.
[0220] 8. If the information of the service group is updated, then the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0221] 9. A PN gateway receives the updated information of the service group and then forwards the received information to a PN device.
[0222] 10. The PN device returns a response to a PN gateway.
[0223] 11. The PN gateway returns a response to the PN server.
[0224] The disclosure is exemplarily illustrated below, mainly aiming at the information update in a service group; when the information in a service group information table is updated, it is necessary to inform the member in the service group of the update, and any off-line member is informed when it is online again. The information in the information table of a service group may be updated when a service group is established, deleted, or there is a change in the members of a service group, the name of a service group or the strategy of the service group.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 1

[0225] There is a handset (PN gateway) and an MP4 (PN device) in the PN of user A and user B. The MP4 of user A invites the MP4 of user B to establish a service group together. The establishing flow of the service group includes the following steps:

[0226] Step 101: the MP4 of user A sends a request for establishing the service group and the related information of a service group to the handset of user A, wherein the related information of the service group contains the name of the service group: SG_001, the strategy of the service group: free game, and the members of the service group: MP4A and MP4B.
[0227] Step 102: the handset of user A sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to a PN server.
[0228] Step 103: the PN server sends the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the MP4 of user B according to the received related information of the service group.
[0229] Step 104: the handset of user B receives the request from the PN server and then sends the received request to the MP4 of user B.
[0230] Step 105: the MP4 of user B returns a response to the handset of user B to agree to establish the service group.
[0231] Step 106: the handset of user B returns a response to the PN server according to the response of the MP4 of user B.
[0232] Step 107: the PN server determines that the service group is successfully established according to the response of each PN device, returns a response to each PN device in the service group, and establishes a corresponding service group and a corresponding information table, wherein the information table contains the name of the service group: SG_001, the strategy of the service group: free game, and the members of the service group: MP4A and MP4B.
[0233] Step 108: the handsets of users A and B return a response to the MP4s of users A and B according to the responses received from the PN server.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 2

[0234] There is a handset (PN gateway) and an MP4 (PN device) in the PN of user A, user B and user C, wherein the MP4s of users A and B have formed a service group with an identifier ‘SG_001’. The joining of the device to the service group includes the following steps:
[0235] Step 201: the MP4 of user C requests to join the service group SG_001.
[0236] Step 202: the handset of user C sends the request to a PN server.
[0237] Step 203: the PN server determines whether or not the device meets a service group joining condition.
[0238] Step 204: the PN server returns a response to the handset of user C according to the result of the determination to agree to the joining.
[0239] Step 205: the handset of user C returns the response to the MP4 of user C.
[0240] Step 206: the PN server updates the information table of the service group.
[0241] Step 207: the PN server updates the information of the service group to each member in the service group.
[0242] Step 208: the handsets of users A, B and C receive the information and then send the received information to corresponding MP4s.
[0243] Step 209: the MP4s return a response to corresponding handsets.
[0244] Step 210: each handset returns a response to the PN server.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE 3

There is a handset (PN gateway) and an MP4 (PN device) in the PNs of user A, user B, and user C, wherein the MP4s of users A, B, and C have formed a service group with an identifier ‘SG_001’. The deletion of the device from the service group includes the following steps:

Step 301: a PN server notifies the MP4 of user C to leave the service group ‘SG_001’.
Step 302: the handset of user C sends the request to the MP4 of user C.
Step 303: the MP4 of user C responds to the handset of user C to agree to the leaving.
Step 304: the handset of user C returns a response to the PN server.
Step 305: the PN server deletes the device from the service group and updates the information of the service group.
Step 306: the PN server returns a response to the handset of user C.
Step 307: the handset of user C returns a response to the MP4 of user C.
Step 308: the PN server sends the updated information of the service group to each member in the service group.
Step 309: the handsets of users A and B receive the updated information of the service group and then send the received information to the MP4s of users A and B.
Step 310: the MP4s return a response to corresponding handsets.
Step 311: the handsets of users A and B respectively return a response to the PN server.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE 4

There is a handset (PN gateway) and an MP4 (PN device) in the PNs of user A and user B, wherein the MP4s of users A and B have formed a service group with an identifier ‘SG_001’. The deletion of the service group includes the following steps:

Step 401: a PN server sends a request for deleting the service group to each member in the service group ‘SG_001’.
Step 402: the handsets of users A and B receive the request from the PN server and then send the received request to corresponding MP4s.
Step 403: the MP4s return a response to corresponding handsets to agree to the deletion.
Step 404: the handsets of users A and B return a response to the PN server according to the responses of the MP4s.
Step 405: the PN server determines that the service group is successfully deleted according to the responses of the MP4s of users A and B, returns a response to each PN device in the service group, and deletes a corresponding service group.
Step 406: the handsets of users A and B return a response to the MP4s of users A and B according to the responses received from the PN server.

A system for managing a service group comprises: a management unit configured to manage the service group by establishing the service group and the information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof.

Here, the information table, which is an information table for managing the service group, includes at least one of:

- a name of the service group, an identifier of the service group, the strategy information of the service group, the member information of the service group and service type information.
- In the system, when the management unit is further configured to establish the service group, a personal network (PN) server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each device to a request for establishing the service group and related information of the service group, and establishes the information table for the service group.
- In the system, when updating the service group, the management unit is further configured to delete the service group, add a PN device to the service group, enable a PN device to leave the service group and update the information table, wherein when deleting the service group, adding the PN device to the service group and enabling the PN device to leave the service group, a caused update of the related information of the service group is achieved by updating the established information table, wherein
- Wherein the deletion of the service group includes: the PN server determines that a service group can be deleted successfully according to a response of each PN device to a request for deleting the service group, and deletes the service group;
- Wherein the addition of the PN device to the service group includes: the PN server receives a request of the PN device for joining the service group, determines that joining the device to the service group is allowed, and then adds the PN device to the service group and updates the related information of the service group;
- Wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group includes: the PN server receives a request for enabling the PN device to leave the service group, deletes the PN device from the service group and updates the related information of the service group.
- The aforementioned is merely the preferred embodiments of the disclosure but shall not limit to the protection scope of the disclosure.

1. A method for managing a service group, comprising: managing the service group by establishing the service group and an information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof.
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the information table is an information table for managing the service group; and
   - the information table comprises at least one of: a name of the service group, an identifier of the service group, strategy information, member information and service type information.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein establishing the service group comprises: establishing, by a personal network (PN) server, the service group directly according to a request for establishing the service group, and sending an invitation to each invited PN device when there are invited PN devices that are invited to join the service group;
   - wherein when establishing the service group, the method further comprises:
   - establishing the information table for the service group.
4. The method according to claim 1, wherein establishing the service group comprises: determining, by the PN server, that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each invited PN device to the request for
establishing the service group and related information of the service group; and establishing the service group; and wherein when establishing the service group, the method further comprises: establishing the information table for the service group;

when updating the service group, the method further comprises: deleting the service group, adding a PN device to the service group, enabling a PN device to leave the service group and updating the information table; wherein when deleting the service group, adding the PN device to the service group and enabling the PN device to leave the service group, a caused update of the related information of the service group is achieved by updating the established information table;

wherein deleting the service group comprises: determining, by the PN server, that the service group can be deleted successfully according to a response of each PN device to a request for deleting the service group, and deleting the service group;

wherein adding the PN device to the service group comprises: receiving, by the PN server, a request of the PN device for joining the service group, determining that joining the service group is allowed, and then adding the PN device to the service group and updating the related information of the service group; and wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group comprises: receiving, by the PN server, a request for enabling the PN device to leave the service group, deleting the PN device from the service group and updating the related information of the service group.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises: when a PN gateway is triggered to initiate the request for establishing the service group, sending, by the PN gateway, the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN server; sending, by the PN server, the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and establishing, by the PN server, the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or the method further comprises: when the PN device is triggered to initiate the request for establishing the service group, sending, by the PN device, the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to the PN server; sending, by the PN server, the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and establishing, by the PN server, the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or the method further comprises: when the PN server is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, sending, by the PN server, the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and deleting, by the PN server, the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to the response returned from each PN device.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the method further comprises: sending the related information of the service group by including it in the request for establishing the service group or sending the related information of the service group and the request for establishing the service group separately when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered to send the request for establishing the service group and the related information of the service group.

7. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises: when a PN gateway is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, sending, by the PN gateway, the request for deleting the service group to the PN server; sending, by the PN server, the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and deleting, by the PN server, the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to the response returned from each PN device; or the method further comprises: when the PN device is triggered to initiate the request for deleting the service group, sending, by the PN device, the request for deleting the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for deleting the service group to the PN server; sending, by the PN server, the request for deleting the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; and establishing, by the PN server, the service group when the PN server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to the response returned from each PN device.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the method further comprises: when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered, and before the request for deleting the service group is sent, requesting the related information of the service group from the PN server;

the method further comprises: when the PN gateway or the PN device is triggered, and when sending the request for deleting the service group, carrying an identifier of the service group to be deleted in the request for deleting the service group.

9. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises: when a PN device initiates a request for joining the service group initiatively, sending, by the PN device, the request for joining the service group to a PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for joining the service group to the PN server; adding, by the PN server, the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed, updating the related information of the
service group, and sending the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

the method further comprises: when a PN device is invited by another PN device to join the service group by initiating a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group, sending, by the other PN device, the request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN gateway to which the other PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN server; adding, by the PN server, the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed and updating the related information of the service group, and sending the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group;

the method further comprises: when a PN device is invited by the PN server to join the service group by initiating a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group, sending, by the PN server, a request for inviting the PN device to join the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; adding, by the PN server, the PN device to the service group when the PN server determines that joining the service group is allowed and updating the related information of the service group, and sending the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group.

10. The method according to claim 4, wherein the method further comprises: when a PN device initiates a request for leaving the service group initially, sending, by the PN device, the request for leaving the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for leaving the service group to the PN server; deleting, by the PN server, the PN device from the service group and updating the related information of the service group, and sending the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

the method further comprises: when a PN device is requested by another PN device to leave the service group by initiating a request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group, sending, by the other PN device, the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN gateway to which the another PN device belongs; sending, by the PN gateway, the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN server; deleting, by the PN server, the PN device from the service group when the PN server determines that leaving from the service group is allowed and updating the related information of the service group, and sending the updated related information of the service group to each PN device corresponding to a member in the service group; or

the method further comprises: when a PN device is requested by the PN server to leave the service group by initiating a request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group, sending, by the PN server, the request for requesting the PN device to leave the service group to the PN gateway to which the PN device belongs; deleting, by the PN server, the PN device from the service group and updating the related information of the service group.

11. A system for managing a service group, comprising: a management unit configured to manage the service group by establishing the service group and the information table thereof and updating the service group and the information table thereof.

12. The system according to claim 11, wherein the information table is an information table for managing the service group; and

the information table comprises at least one of: a name of the service group, an identifier of the service group, strategy information, member information and service type information.

13. The system according to claim 11, wherein when the management unit is further configured to establish the service group, a personal network (PN) server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each invited device to a request for establish the service group and related information of the service group, and establishes the information table for the service group.

14. The system according to claim 13, wherein when updating the service group, the management unit is further configured to delete the service group, add a PN device to the service group, enable a PN device to leave the service group and update the information table;

wherein when deleting the service group, adding the PN device to the service group and enabling the PN device to leave the service group, a caused update of the related information of the service group is achieved by updating the established information table;

wherein deleting the service group comprises: the PN server determines that the service group can be deleted successfully according to a response of each PN device to a request for deleting the service group, and deletes the service group;

wherein adding the PN device to the service group comprises: the PN server receives a request of the PN device for joining the service group, determines that joining the service group is allowed, and then adds the PN device to the service group and updates the related information of the service group; and

wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group comprises: the PN server receives a request for enabling the PN device to leave the service group, deletes the PN device from the service group and updates the related information of the service group.

15. The system according to claim 12, wherein when the management unit is further configured to establish the service group, a personal network (PN) server determines that the service group can be established successfully according to a response of each invited device to a request for establish the service group and related information of the service group, and establishes the information table for the service group.

16. The system according to claim 15, wherein when updating the service group, the management unit is further configured to delete the service group, add a PN device to the service group, enable a PN device to leave the service group and update the information table;

wherein when deleting the service group, adding the PN device to the service group and enabling the PN device to leave the service group, a caused update of the related
information of the service group is achieved by updating
the established information table;
wherein deleting the service group comprises: the PN
server determines that the service group can be deleted
successfully according to a response of each PN device
to a request for deleting the service group, and deletes
the service group;
wherein adding the PN device to the service group com-
prises: the PN server receives a request of the PN device
for joining the service group, determines that joining the
service group is allowed, and then adds the PN device to
the service group and updates the related information of
the service group; and
wherein enabling the PN device to leave the service group
comprises: the PN server receives a request for enabling
the PN device to leave the service group, deletes the PN
device from the service group and updates the related
information of the service group.

* * * * *